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ABSTRACT

Under simulated flight environments, fuel/air ratios at various locations
of the ullage space were determined using in-line gas chr,,matograph measurement.
Using the shallow tank experimental data showed that during ascent and cruise
portion of the flight profile, uniform fuel/air mixtures were found to exist
within the entire ullage volume. Significant fuel/air graiients existed during
the descent portion of the flight profile, with mainly air near the vent inlet.
"Evaporative lag" was observed during ascent and level flight when liquid
jetA fuel was maintained at 80-,F. When the liquid fuel temperature was
increased to 120c F,evaporation rate was found to be rapid enough that the
"evaporative lag" phenomena was no longer observed. By vibrating the fuel tank,
it greatly increased the rate of offgassing of dis.-olved air in the liquid fuel.
This in turn significantly changed the fuel/air rutio in the ullage space.

Two separate and complementary models were develcFred to predict fuel/
air concentrations within the ullage. The well-stirred model describes situations
when mixing of air and fuel vapors occurs very rapidly with no appreciable
fuel/air gradients within the ullaqe volume. This model is ,atticularly appli-
cable to wing tanks of aircraft and foi tank configurations where the ratio of
ullage volume to liquid fuel surface is small. For tank confiqurations where
this is not true a second distributed F/A model was developed to describe
such situations. Cool flame limits and transition between cool flame and
normal flame ignition limits associated with supersonic flights were also
investigated. No ignition was observed for Mach number below 2.7 and
ignition was observed for Mach number equal to 3.0.
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SECTION I 1

INTRODUCTION i

The degree of fire hazard associated with an aircraft fuel tank system
is directly related to the nature of the fuel/air environment within the tank.
As hydrocarbon fuel vapor and air mixtures burn only at fuel/air ratios existing
between a rich and lean limit, it becomes necessary to assess the vulnerabiitty
hazard of an aircraft fuel tank in terms of those flight parameters causing
mixtures of a combustible nature to exist. The existence of combustible fuel/
air mixtures within the fuel tank ullage makes the fuel tanks susceptible to
explosion or fire hazards if an ignition source is introduced.

Fuel/air concentration gradients have been found to exist within the
fuel tanks (Ref. 1). One can define the degree of hazard by assuming that the
larger the volume of combustible mixture, the more vulnerable or hazardous
Is the fuel tank. The work performed under this contract was to define the
fuel tank geometry and flight profile histories that control mass transport and
mixing processes leading to the presence of a large volume of combustible
mixture within fuel tank ullage spaces. Analysis of fuel tank hazard phenomenon
has proceeded along three lines. The first was an experimental study whereby i
an existing fuel tank test facility developed under previous Air Force support
(Contract No. F33615-67-C-1553) was modified to allow for the simulation
of the effects of aircraft vibrational environment, and equipped for direct
sampling of the composition within the ullage spaces during simulated flight
profiles. Gas chromatograph techniques were used to determine fuel/air
concentrations at various locations within the ullage under simulated ascent,
level and descent flight profiles. These experimental measurements provide
a realistic assessment of fuel tank fire and explosion hazards due to external
ignition sources. The second area of investigation was analytical modeling
of mass transport processes occurring within the ullage space that control the
formation of combustible mixtures. Two separate and complementary models
were developed to predict fuel/air concentrations within the ullage. The
well-stirred model describes situations when mixing of air and fuel vapors
occurs very rapidly with no appreciable fuel/air gradients within the ullage
volume. This model is particularly applicable to wing tanks of aircraft and
for tank configurations where the ratio of ullage volume to liquid fuel surface
is small. For tank configurations where this is not true a second distributed
0/.. mode was deveiop•d to describe such situations. These two analytical
models give us a powerful tool to predict fuel tank fire and explosion hazards
and to correlate experimental data. The third area of investigation was con-
corned with cool flame limits and transition between cool flame and normal
flame ignition limits associated with supersonic flights where liquid tempera- -

tures and fuel tank skin temperatures are typically very high. This portion of H
the study was conducted experimentally in terms of light emissins duelo t
flame oxidation processe..

411
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SECTION II

LL' A.ijirioN OF THilL HAZARD PROBLEM AND METHOD OF APPROACH

A discussion ofo .asic processes occurring within fuel tanks is useful
in understanding the intcrpretation of the data and the devcionprnnt of the altc
m.odel in slater sections of the report. Generally after the filling process on the
ground is completed, a uniform equilibrium fuel/air vapor mixture is found to
exist within the ullage spc!ce. That is to say, the fuel partial pressure corres-
ponds to thu vapoi presuia of the liquid fuel. During filling the degree of
stirrng and splishirnig is stUicwnt, such that this assumption is very good.

As the aticralt clinibs t,) altitude free venting tanks capable of supporting
only a l.ow pressare difierentiA vent a mixture oveiboard that consists of the
initial fuel air mixture compoýsition. IV the evaporation rate of fuel vapors from
-the suiface of the fuel is lov, , the fuel/air ratio within the ullage will be nearly
uniform and the mixture ,'entec' out of the tank to the atmosphere, will essentially
correspond to the initial values. As evapoiation takes place the fuel/air ratio
increases as the fucl vawor at:emrpts to come to its equilibrium vapor pressure
within the ullage. bi other worus, if we had a tank where a membrane was over
the surface of the fuel aiid no evapor3tion could take place, the fuel to air ratio
within the tank would bc Lonstant during the ascent stage of the flight. Because
of evaporation, and deperding upon the local rate of evaporation, the fuel/air
ratio may remain relatively constant or may increase. A third phenomenon tending
to complicate this rathlc simplified model is the fact that as the pressure decreases
within the ullage, air previoosly dissolved within the fuel, comes out of the solu-
tion and contributes to the oxygen content in the ullage space. Rate of evolution
of dissolved air has crenerally beaen conceded as controlled by the rate of ascent
and vibration and slosh levels existing within the fuel tank. Previous investigators
(Ref. 2) have defined safe flight envelopes of aircraft fuels as a function of
altituic and liquid temperature. Fuol vapor compositions were assumed to exist
at all times at their equilibrium or vapor pressure values within the ullage space.
Transport processes such as evaporation and outgassing occurring in the tank
determine the degree to which this is troe. In other words, tanks considered
safe based on equilibrium conditions may be highly vulnerable due to "evaporative
lag" whereby the fuel partial pressure in the ullage space cannot maintain its
equilibrium value core __r •_.. .o th, h- ,iik' teuiperature.

At level flight or cruise at c-:,stnt altitude, fuel is generally removed
from the tank. It may be transferred from tank to tank for control of center of
gravity o. for engine usage. Because the volume in the fuel tank is constantly
changing, a small amount of air must be continuously vented into the tank to
provide for pressure equalization with the o~iide ambient air. It has been
shown in previous work (Wef. 1) th3t rathe:" substantial concentration gradients
may exist in a deep tank for fuel w0i'1-iawa, rates as low as one gallon per
minL to (diffusion time and diffusi -..stlance icr small compared t, ie, t vo!ocitics)

or wing talrks (shailow tanks) thi,; r..;oy not b-. the case as diffusion time, because
of small diffusion distan-,es, may he ve,y fast compared with vent velocities, leading
to a More uniform miixture . Effects o )curting during ascent such as air evolution,
and mechanical injection ot liquid fuel c. articles due to vibration may also con-
tinue dur ing the levCl Light !o, rich.

t
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During the descent portion of the flight, a large quantity of air
is vented into the fuel tank with a large amount of turbulence and stirring
developed within the uliage space. Large concentration gradients must
necessarily exist dirring this portion of the flight as the air entering tie
tank is essentially or entirely free of fuel vapors and somewhere within the

Sfuel tank, fuel vapors do exist at near equilibrium concentrations. The tank
may, however, exlist at nudrly uniform mixture composition except in the near
region of the vent. An additional phenomenon can occur during descent as a
result of particular vent configurations and fuel tank geometries. As diffusional
processes are slow as compared to velocities occurring during descent, (10 to
15 ft/sec jet velocities), it is feasible that fuel vapors could essentially
congregate in regions w',erc they can exist at values higher than that corres-
ponding to their equiliL, um vapor pressure. In this case the condensation of
the fuel vapors back into the liquid may occur. Although it is felt that three-

i ~dimensional flow effects are such that this condition may not exist to iriv

significant extent in deep tanks, the possibility does exist fol this phenomenon
to occur in a long narrow wing tank with the vent located at one end.

Other basic transport processes occurring during the entire flight
profile are those associated with heat transfer through the tank skin to the
ullage space. During ascent as the ullage vapors expand and cool down, the
misting phenomenon noted in previous studies (f4,,. 2) is observed as a
result of fuel condensation. The degree of heating associated with hot inner-
structures may, howc(ver, raise the temperature of the ullage gas sufficiently
by heat transfer to remove the ullage gas from this "dew point" or saturation
condition. Supersonic flight may permit fuel tank skin temperatures to reach
500 to 550,41. These temperatures ar-, sufficient that low level oxidation may
occur within the ullage. These oxidations are e.3sentiaily chain breaking of the
large hydrocarbon molecules and give rise to the characteristic "cool flame" I
noted for these type of conditions (Ref. 3). There is little energy associated
with these reactions and the primary evidence of thecir existence is in terms
of their light emission.

Hazard Assessment

Figure 1 &--t.jls Lhe input requirements and flow logic for the overall
model of the as,, esri.ýnet of the fuol tank fire ha:-ard associated.' with, the flight
of a particular at.rci'aft. The basic philosophy is to define the time and spatial
dependence of fuel/air mixture ratios within the ullage of a particL tar tank for
the flight profile being inv,-stigated. This requires detailed calculation of the a
transport processes occuirlng within the tank supplemented by experimental
data gathered using the f,,nl tank simulation facility to determine unknnw,,
constants. Two models ar. formuldted that tot,.ther with the experimental
data yield required fuel/air mixture gradients and values. The, degree of ,
hazard associated with a particular L.-ink is then hosed on interpretation 4,f the
mixture profiles in terms of pubhi.•ted ignition limit curves for the particular
flil •eing u. d and the exi.ectud .t-ength of the ignition sources. The degree
of hazard is then based on the percent of the ullagec volume that is within
combustible regions, the pressure rise associated with the combustion of this 4
mixture (should it occur), and the maximum over pressure the tank structure
can withstand. Figure 1 presents a flow chart for the processes of evaluating

-._
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the vulnerability hazard of a fuel tank. The left side of the figure shows the

Items required as input to the models. These may be broken down into five
categories. first is the georiney and vent size location foe the particular
tank being investigated. Tank geometry is described in terms of a table of
ullage volume versus fuel quantity. A set of initial conditions, temperature
and volume used to s tart the calculations. complete the input data and define
-the initial e,,ql lfbrium mixtu•u composition.

A second series of input data are fuel properties. These include the.
vapor pressure and heat of evaporation versus liquid temperature of the parti-
cular fuel being examined. Other fuel properties required are the vapor specific

- heat, the molecular weight of the vapor, diffusion coefficient of the fuel vapors
in air and the amount of dissolved air within the fuel.

A third set of controlling parameters are flight indicators such as the
altitude history, the Mach number history, the skin and internal structure
temperature, the fuel withdrawal rate, and vibration schedule associated with
tho particular aircraft fuel tank being studied.

A fourth required item is the flammability range for the particular
fuel under study. These flammability limits exist within the literature and
a study has shown they are relatively independent of the pressure but do
depend upon strength of the ignition source.

A fifth item of required input data for the vulnerability model is the
range of ignition source strength expected during a particular flight. Currently
these are employed in terms oZ effective spaik ignition energy.

Figure 1 demonstrates the logic behind the required input values and
the method of utilization in determining the vulnerability of a particular fuel tank
flight profile.

Proceeding through Figure I in a step-wise manner, the first operation
is concerned with setting up the node mesh for the Distributed F/A Model.
This involves the calculation of the equivalent resistors and capacitors for
for diffusion and convection employed by the program.

The second operation is to perform the bulk or well-stirred F/A
calculation; the primary purpose of which is to define vent velocity and average
gas F/A and temperature. These not only provide realistic bounds for the
distributed F/A model but prescribe an essential input quantity in the vent 1

velocity.

Based on the bulk F/A calculations above, the calculated vent velocity
and tank geometry are used to determine the intrnal velocity field within the
ullage. Four techniques are available for defining the velocity field. These
include:

1. Closed form potential flow solutions,
2. Potential flow fields calculated numerically,
3. Experimental data of other investigators,
4. Experimental data estimated based on the test results of _tVs program.

I,: : - . : • - •_ .- .•.- : •



Tt apper.... at thU t.m., that definition of th. velocity field is a major con-
sideration in the developmnent of the overall model. Calculations done using
a plug flow velocity model for a specialized geometry have been successful.
Indications are based on an initial literdture search and test data that a signi-
ficant amount ot recirculation and turbulence can be generated even at low
venting rates and the ullage will tend toward being well-stirred (Bulk F/A
Model) excep• in the jet region of the vent.

Velocity vectors as defined by one of the techniques above are then
input to the Distributed F/A Model for each mesh point previously defined.

The distribkited t'/A program is then run for the entire flight profile
and concentration maps developed. At specified times during the calculation
interpolation in the ignition limit curves for the source strength specified will
determine the hazard rating foi that time.

Th'2 assessment of the hazard can then be made based on theL product of four
quantities, shown below:

flazaidP r P ad
Aa zI ' A .r IG N " P re

The first is the probability of an aircraft hit, the second is the probability
that the hit will be in the fuel tank, the third is the probability that the tank
will iqnite, and the fourth quantity is the pressure rise due to combustion
divided by reference pressure rise, such as the tank structural limit. The
third and fourth quantities ire assessed by the above model while the first
and second must be presk-ribed by the user.

The quantity P relat s th• strength and location of the ignition source
to the flammiability map •r the ulktge. Three assumptions in estimating this quantity
are used prior to the incorporation of any additional data. The first is rounds entering
the ullage in a nonconibustible region will not cduse an ignition(no stirring of ullage
mixture and no air entropMent by reound) . The second is that the ignition source can
be characterized by an eQUiVwlOnt "_,1k " e:,n k. Th, third -is that p is' .. ..
tion limits (nd relations between ignition limits and ignition source energies ,re
applicable. It can be sLien then that the above quantity relates the strength of the
ignition source and the location at which the round 2nters the tank to ignition
potential.

The fourth quantity ,'P d/LPrcf is a calculated pressure rise due to adia-

batic combustion within the ullago divided by a reference pressure such as the fuel
tank structural limit, that is input to the model. The pressure rise due to combus-
tion is calculated based on a determination of the percent of the ullage mixture that
. _ ...l a ubicul equilibrium combustion program(ODE available
through CPIA) is used to determine the pressure rise. These calculations are cur-
rently performed externally to the computer piograms. The required input is enthalpy
(determined by F/A) of a particular combustible zone and the density. Output is the
combustion pressure at this zone. By summation of the pressure rise of each zone, . -
over all zones that are combustible the total pressure rise is estimated.

6
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SECTION III

EXPU..... N.TA. EQU•,I.M•ENT & TEST PROCEDURES

A fuel tank testing facility, capable of simulating supersonic flight
profiles, and developed under previous Air Force support (Contract No.
F33615-67-•C- 55), '-as ',odifie to permit batrnpling of the vapol mixturc
in the ullage space and to evaluate the effect of tank vibration. The entire
test setup consists of the following six systems.

1. Temperature controlled experimental fuel tank.

2. Tank vibration system.
3. Vent air and fuel temperature conditioning system.

4. Tank pressurization (altitude) system.

5. Sampling System.

6. Recording instrumentation.

1. TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED EXPERIMENTAL. FUEL TANK.

A stainless steel (304) exoerimental fuel tank, 2' india, 5' in length and
3/16 "thick was used throughout the entire test proyram Figure 2 shows the sketch
of the experimental fuel tank. The tank capacity was approximately 110 gallon
and was designed to withstand 120 psia internal pressure. Pyrex windows
8 1/2" in diameterwere provided at both ends of the tank for observation.
Specially designed port openings were provided for instrumentation mounting.

The wall temperature of the experimental fuel tank wos controlled
through the use of electrical resistance heaters and cooling coils using water
as a coolant. The arrangement of resistance heaters and coting coils is
shown in Figure 2 . The total heating capacity for the resistance heaters
was 39 kw.

2. TANK vD......Ir 1 SYSTEM.

In order to simulate the dynamic test conditions, the test stand was
modified to incorporate a vibration adapter and a spring bar system. The
details of the vibration adapter is shown in Figure 3 . The adapter was
connected to the spring bar by means of four shackles. Provisions were made
to vary the positions of the shackles along the length of the adapter. The
entire system (adapter and the spring bar) was installed over the test stand
as shown in Figure 4.

Input force to achieve tank vibrations was generatod by a mechanical
vibration generatoi powered by a DC motor (one horsepower). The vibrator
was connected to the motor with a flexible drive shaft. The vibrator was of
the reaction type with counter rotating adjustable steel eccentiic weights.
The generatQr had two shafts whijh were geared together so that the

7
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centrifugal force of the individual shaft was resolved into a rectilinear force
normal to the plane of the shalt's axes. The generator was mounted onto
the adaptor (shown in Figure 4 ) resulting in the experimental fuel tank I

A vibrating in the vertical mode. Desired vibration levels were achieved when
the input frequency was in resonance with the soing bar system. Resonance
amplification factors as high as 15 were obtained. The natural vibration
frequency of the spring bar was directly related to the distance between the
shouldered stud and the shackles (see Figure 4), By varying the position
of the shackles. different vibration frequencies could be achieved. Speci-
fied vibration frequencies and vibration levels encountered during typical
flight environments were simulated by propeily adjusting the positions of
the shackles. Figure 5 is a close view of the test stand with the vibration
generator mounted onto the adapter. An overall view of the experimental
fuel tank is shown in Figure 6.

3. VENT AIR AND FUEL TEMPERATURE CONDITIONING SYSTEM.

To better simulate vent conditions at high flight speeds, a specially
designed heat exchanger was used to control the vent air temperatures. This
modification also had the added advantage of avoiding fuel condensation at -
the originally unheated vent. The heat exchanger consisted of two concentric

copper tubes, with outet tubes 3/4" in diameter and inner tubes 1/2" in
diameter. The entire heat exchanger was approximately 20 ft in length.
Strip, heEters were provided along the entire length of the heat exchanger.
Vent air was allowed to flow through the inner tubes- and the desired temperature
of the vent air was easily achieved by varying the airflow rate between the
concentric tubes and the heat output of the stripped heaters. Figure 7
shows the experimental fuel tank with the vent air heat exchanger. An
additional valve was installed to prevent fuel vapor entering the heat
exchanger during the ascent phase of the flight profile. A thermal
insulator (asbestos) was installed to prevent possible flame propagation into
the heat exchanger.

Immersion heaters and a separate heat sink bath were used to vary the
liquid fuel temperatures. Immersion heaters were installed inside theŽ experi-
mental fuel tank. The total hating c• pCg , It of the. immersion heaters was
26 kw. Liquid fuels at various higher temperatures were obtained by con-
trolling the rate of heat output of the immersion heaters. To obtain liquid
fuel at temperatures lower than the room temparature, a separate heat sink
bath was used. Figure 8 shows the liquid fuel cooling system. A refrigera-
tion compressor unit was used to condition the temperature of a water-glycol
mixture within the heat sink bath. Lower liquid temperatures were achieved
by circulating the fuel through the heat sink bath.

4. TANK PRESSURIZATION (ALTITUDE) SYSTEM.
The desired ascent rate of the flight profile was obtained by controlling

the evacuation rate provided by a vacuum pump having a capacity of 15.2 ft'/rain, ••A throttle valve in the 2" evacuation line provided the control of the evacuation T

rate. A fine control was established by supplying bleed air to the vacuum line
via the ascent throttle valve and ascent regulator. The descent rate was obtained

-
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by isolating the vacuum pump and by controlling the air bleed rate through
the descent throttle and descent regulator. A nitrogen purge system was
provided to minimize possible reactions within the tank. The pressure control
system is schematically outlined in Figure 9.

S. _'SAMPLING SYSTEM,

Fuel air ratios of the ullage vapor mixture weie determined using a
portable gas chromatograph with a flame ionization detector. Several impor-
tant crituria were used in choosing the appropriate instrument for measuring
the fuel/air ratio of the vapor phase. These included data accuracy, capable
of measuring a wide range of fuel/air rc tios under variable total sampling pres-
sures, rapid sampling rate, small sampie size so as not to disturb the processes
occurring within the tank, ease of data analysis, and data reduction. The
portable gas chromatograph used in the program appeared to best meet these
criteria. This instrumert was equipped with two different separating columns.
One of the columns was essentially a dummy column with no appreciable sample
separation. This allowed rapid determination of total hydrocarbon(less than 30
seconds). Fuel/air ratios were deduced from these measurements. A second
column was capable of separating gas components more extensively. It was
therefore inherently more time consuming and was used only to analyze
hydrocarbon components to determine effective molecular weight. Figure 10
is a picture of the gas chromatograph and the integrating recorder.

Figure iI shows the schematic of the automatic fuel vapor mixture
sampling system. The sampling probe was provided with five sample inlets.
These sample inlets were located at various selected positions within the
ullage space. Five electrically actuated sample selection valves, capable
of operating under high temperature environments (4000F) were used to select
the samples to be analyzed. MIgure 12 shows the location of the selection
valves. The sample line was directly connected to the portable gas chromato-
graph. The entire length of the sample line (from the electrically actuated
valves to the g.c. inlet) was temperature conditioned to avoid condensation
of fuel vapors within the line. Flexible strip heaters were used and wrapped
around the sample line to raise the line to necessary temperatures in order

to a,;od fi te! corr, de~nsaiin.

An automatic sequencing unit was used to operate the entire sampling
procedure. The sequence of operation was briefly summarized as follows:

Event 1. - One of the sample selection valves and the sample interrupt valve
(solenoid valve immediately upstream of the vacuum pump) were first opened
remotely.

Event 2. - Gas sample was allowed to flow for 30 seconds to flush out the
samples previously retained in the line and at the same time to draw in the
new sample.

Event 3. - The sample interrupt valve was then closed to allow the line press ur
to equalize to that of the experimental fuel tank pressure (10 seconds). -..

16
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Event 4. - Helium gas was used to inject the sample into the chrorn.atograph
(sample injection valve actuated).

Event 5. - A second sample selection valve and the sample interrupt valve
were opened to allow a new sample to flow for another 30 seconds.

Lvent 6. - Analysis of the previous sample occurred 30 seconds after the
injection valve was actuated and the result was recorded remotely on an
integrating recorder in the control room.

The sequencing unit automatically c-mtrolled the opening and closing of
various valves and thus allowed analysis of Lhe five gas samples in sequence.
Pm i butane gas was un:ed for calibration.

RECORDING INS3TRUMENTATION.

A total of seventeen thermocouples were provided for measuring
ton, juatures at various internal positions of the tank. Exposed thermocouples
were provided for monitoring the vapor phase temperature and remote junctions
were used fot thermocouples monitoring the liquid phase and the wall tempera-
tuirs. The thermocouple leads were of variouii lengths ,and could he idjusted
at the port where thoy entered the tank to reach different parts of the tank
interior. Appliximately 35 thermocouple clip. vere provided on the itocrior I
of the tank walls so that the thermocouples c )uid be moved from one position to
another. Two of the thermocouple outputs wieo used for inpot to two feedback
contioller systems which independently contilled the liquid temperature and
the unwetted wall tempurature. Twelve (12) oa tlin remaining thermocouples
wcie monitored on a 12 point strip chart recorder. An oscillograph was also
available for recording the thermocouple outputs over short periods of time.

Two programmer-controller combination s,-ts for independently controlling
the liquid-phase temperature and the unwetted tunk wall temperature were
used. The system was adjusted to operate in the range of 0-50001' using
iron-constant thermocouples. The electionic circuit of each controller
utilized a firing cii cuit to control up to 100 ami eres of current supplied at
460 volts.

Each controller operated in any of the ti, modes: manual, -et-point, or
programmer. Manual control peimitted a linear increase in power supplied to
the load with an increase in dial setting up to !0U 0X. Set-point provided a -
means for dialing in a specific temperature to which it was desired tY - work

be controlled and throujh the use of the programmer a variable tempe, ture could
be specified. Programming was easily accomplished by drawing the desired
temperature-time profile on a card coated with a conductive film. Whn, this card
was inserted into the programmer a control siinal was generated and transmitted
to the coLLroiirer as a control point.

A str. n-gaucjo pressure transducer (0-r,0 psia) was used to continuously
moidto, the pressure o0 the experimental fuel tank. A strip chart recordor was
used to record the pressure transducer output. Rate of ascent and descent as
well as flight altitude were interpreted based on these measurements.

21
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S n•r.ma.. l tbat migh,, t occur wiutin the experimental fuel tank

would probably be indicated by abrupt changes of both pressure and temperature
within the tank. Lower level luminous reactions often occurred, however, which I
would not be detected by either of the above parameters. To detect these low
intenity r.actions and al.so to confirm the occuf-ence of any normal i nitiorn,
a photomultiplier tube was installed outside the observation window at one end
of the test tank. The observation window at the opposite end of the
tank was optically shielded and a small test light was installed under this
shield to serve as a check on the operability of the photomultiplier. The
continuously monitored output from the photomultiplier tube was recorded on
a strip-chart recorder.

Vibration level and frequency were measured using two accelerometers
powered by charge amplifiers. Two units were used to check for the rocking
mode by comparing base angle between output peaks. These units were cali-
brated at 1 g acceleration by dropping on a soft pad. Free flight acceleration
level was 1 g. A multichannel oscillograph was used to record accelerometer
"output.

7. TEST PROCEDURE

Test parameters consisted of

a. Altitude history

. .:b. Temperature history of fuel tank walls.

c. Liquid fuel temperature.

d. Vent air temperatures.

e. Vibration level and frequency.

f. Fuel fill level. j
g. Fuel withdraw rate.

The altitude history of the desired flight profile was achieved by first
plotting the corresponding pressure history on the recording paper of the strip
chart recorder. The pressure of the experimental fuel tank was varied by
throttling various ascent and descent control valves such that the output of
the strain-gauge transducer (which registered the tank pressure) followed closely
the pressure history previously plotted on the recording paper. The temperature
histories of the fuel tank walls and the liquid fuel were attained by drawing
temperature control cards describing th^ desired to,,.rtr, ,bUsl* ± These
cards were inserted into the rrogrammer-controller combination sets for auto-
matic control of the prescribed temoerature of the fuel tank walls and the
liquid fuel within the tank. Prescribed vent air temperature was attained
prior to each test using tne co-axial beat exchanger. Vent air temperature
could be easily adjusted by varying the air flow rate between the inner and
outer tubings. By varying the position of the shackles, prescribed vibration
frequency was obtained. The vibration level was also set to thNt prescribed
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in the test plan. Prior to each test possible changes In the composition of the
licuid fu-ie were mnnnitored using , s e-c-p flash point te"str. 'N,^ tta
was filled to the prescribed fuel level and fuel withdrawal rate was set to that
corresponding to the normal engine consumption.

Tosts were conducted to (1 .establish cool , ,,,., versus normal If•a--e
autoignition hazards and (2) experimentally determine fuel/air composition
existing in the ullage of the fuel tank. Photornultiplier date•. was used to
evaluate the flame autoignition hazards. Gas chromatograph was used to
determine the fuel/air compositions. Gas chromatograph was properly calibrated
before each test using samples of pure butane. A mercury monometer was
used to accurately monitor the pressure of the butane gas. As the flame

, ionization detector essentially counted the total carbon otoms, the output
signal of the calibration run gave a relative measure of a known number of
carbon atoms. Fuel/ai.r compositions were determined based on the calibrated
valves with corrections for changes of tank p.:essures, and the ratio of mole-
cular weight of butane and the fuel vapor. Tl,; entire sampling procedure was
operated using the automatic sequencing unit.

After each test, the flash point of the lower volatility (jet A, 1P7) liquid
fuels was again measured. When flash point deviations of 5°F were observed,
a fr-sh batch of liquid fuel was substituted.

The effective molecular weight of the fuel vapors was measured. For JP4
the value used was 72. For Jet A and JP7 the value used was 144(F. The
measurement was done by freezing the hydrocarbon vapors out of a sample drawn
from over the surface of the fuel using liquid nitrogen. After thawing the
piessure and weight of the hydrocarbon, gas was measured and the molecular
weight calculated fiom the gas law.

These n,,mbeis were used to treat the fuel vapors as a single component
gas in both the reduction of experimental datd and the computer program
development. This molecular weight will cha,,ge with both liquid temperature
and percent fuel vaporized. Changes should, however, show up in the
measured flash point. Thus, the flash point test used to determine when the
-fuel required changing was a measure of the shift in molecular weight of the -

fuel vapors .(disti1lation of light ends). ,
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SECTION IV

THEORETV-AL MODELING OF AIRCRAFT FUEL TANK
FIRE ANT D% r-OVD T %TVT.-AZARDS

Figure 13 shows the baiic transport processes occurring within
the fuel tank ullage space, The main source of fuel vapor is by evaporation
from the liquid surface. Fuel droplets are also present due to vibration and
sloshing of the fuel tank. Air enters. the taxnk ullage mainly through venting
and the evolution of air originally dissolved in the liquid fuel. In addition,
pressure variations, tank configurations, liquid temperature, fuel withdrawal
rates, type of fuel, and heat transfer between the tank inner-structure and
the ullage gas mixture often play very significant roles. To determine fire
and explosion hazards of aircraft fuel tanks, each of these phenomena has
to be properly assessed and described.

Two separate and complementary models have been developed to
determine fuel/air concentrations within the ullage space in order to assess
the fire and explosion hazards. The first model describes the situation
when mixing of air and fuel vapor occurs very rapidly with no appreciable
fuel/air gradients within the ullage volume. This well-stirred model is
particularly applicable to describe the ascent and level flight portion of the
flight profile of shallow tanks.

During cruise at constant altitude, significant fuel/air gradients
can occur within the ullage volume. This phenomenon has also been experi-
mentally observed (Ref. 1). A second model or distributed F/A model,
was developed taking into account concentration gradients within the ullage.
In this model, effect of fuel withdrawal is important and the volume of air
vented into the tank is governed by the volume of liquid fuel consumed by the
engine. This model properly accounts for the velocity field created by the
vented air coupled with the effect of molecular diffusion. The Thermal Analyzer
-Computer Program for solution of complex heat transfer problems has been
properly modified to include the effect of convective flow as well As diffusion
of mass rather than thermal energy in order to solve the fuel/air concentration
gradients within the ullage space. The following sections describe the
analyses and the computer programs that have been developed to evaluate
fuel tank fire hazards and to interpret the experimental work performed in
this study.

1. WELL-STIRRED COMPUTER MODEL.

The well-stirred model assumes that the ullage space is filled with
a homogeneous mixture of fue! vapor and air. Th.r. odel properly accuounts
for the rates of mass and energy transport due to fuel evaporation, venting
(in or out), heat transfer, and out-gassing. Provisions have also been made
for droplet formations in the ullage space due to condensation arid tank vibra-
tion and sloshing. Appropriate expressions describing the formation of droplets
have yet to be developed and experimentally verified.
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The computer model requires the following vwriables as input;

a. Altitude profile II
b. Liquid temperature history

c. Skin and structure temperature history

d. Vapor pressure relations of liquid fuels

e. Fuel vapor effective molecular weight

f. Ullage volume and exposed surface area schedule

g. Vent size

h. Estimates of internal heat transfer coeffients between ullage and
tank structure.

Atmospheric properties (pressure, specific heat, and temperature) are included
on a master tape of the Standard Atmosphere. The computer program calculates
the fuel vapor and air concentrations, the corresponding vent velocity, and
the bulk gaj temperature.

The details of the well-stirred model are discussed below:

Basic Equations

The mass fraction of air in the ullage is defined as z = m a/m

where ni is the total mzss of air and m is the total mass. The fuel vapora
mass fraction is thus 1 - z and the F/A ratio is

l-z
z

The total mass is given by
m PvM (2)
RT

where P, V, T are respectively the pressure, volume, and temperature of the

ullage and M• is the average molecular weight defined as

• .1:.- _ / z + - f -

The internal energy is given by

e = - ----- (4)

mc T
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where c is the average specific heat:

c p -- (-Z) C pi + z cpa (5) ,

-I

and i Is the ratio of specific heats (c /- ) or y where
p V [_R 1

R is the universal gas constant.

The rate of change of m, e, and z are found by taking the deriva-

tives of equations 2 and 4 and are
im P V• T 1i• 1-

+ fA z(6)
m l V T Ma M

e _ (c -c I +RT I (7)

e m cp a pf Rif . a-

a _ zi-n ~ 
(8

m m

where ib, 6, A denote dm/dt, de/dt, and dz/dt. The time rates of change
of m, e, and ma must be equal to the net flux of each into the ullage.

Mass Flux

The net mass flux is given by

?h =a env + nev + log te6 cnd + 'mist

STrherý the spbs.cripts refer to the following:
Va

ev evaporation of the liquid fuel

og outgassing from the liquid fuel or solution

cond = condensing of fuel vapors

mist = misting due to vibration

Iiev 1n og'- cond' and nmist can be calculated from the known conditions

In the ullage, once suitable relations are prescrihed. i , however,
v

depends on specific flight profiles and has to be solved simultaneously

with other variables. Implicit in this formulation is that the tank pressure

approaches to the local ambient pressure instantaneously. For tanks wh.
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this is not true, the pressure history is that of the tank pressure.

The net flux of air into the 'ullage volume is the sum of air off- I
gassing %og Zog and venting t •v zV"

a og og v v

z g denotes the fraction of air in the off-gassing mixture from the liquid

fuel. z is introduced to distinguish the difference between air venting

into the ullage volume as during descent and level flights and fuel/air

mixtures venting into the atmosphere from the ullage volume a- during

ascent. In the former case where only air is entering the tank, z = 1.

In the later case, z is equal to the calculated fraction of air in the

ullage mixture.

Energy Flux

The first law of thermodynamics for an open system can be explained as

Q + Znih = h (11)

where Q is the rate of heat transfer to the system. LAI I hhi are the net energy flux

-associated with the mass entering and leaving the system. 6 is the rate of change

of the internal energy. The energy associated with the vapor mixtures entering

and leaving the ullage volume can be expressed as follows:

ihh bc T~ +ih cT+i' c T
vhv Cpvv +• pTf og Cp, Tf

-ncond(CpfT - ýhf) (12)

where ftv V cT denotes the enthalpy flux due to venting. When the gas mixture

Is venting friom the tank into the atmosphere, cp ,Tv, and mv are equal to the

respective fuel/air mixture properties inside the ullage. In the case when air

is entering the tank, mv = m a, C = cP_ and Tv is determined based on the

ocal. recuvery air temperature ass6ciated with the supersonic flow of the

aircraft. e c Tf and rhog c Tf denote the enthalpy flux due to fuel vapor

and off-gassing from the liquid°Fuel. The temperature of these gases are at

the liquid fuel temperature Tf. The enthalpy loss due to vapor condensation I
in the ullage is denoted by nd (cpT-h where h isthelatentheatof

2o8 .T w fi



vaporization of liquid fuels. The heat transfer to the ullage volume is

n
Q = - hA (T.-T) (13)

where h, is the heat transfer coefficient, the A. is the exposed area of
ullage interior surfaces and the T. is the temperature of vwrious tank

surfaces. The enthalpy flux due to heat transfer is calculated by summing

the contribution from each surface, including the liquid surface.

W is negligible compared with Q and >. h. i and is assumed equal1 1

to zero. Substituting equations (12) and (13) into equation (11) , we obtain

vcpvTV + inevcPfT- + r0ogcpogT

n
-rn1cond (c p - hf)+ hA hA(T -T) (14)

fj=l

Evaporation Rate ((nev)

The rate of vapor evaporated from the liquid fuel to the ullage volume
is directly proportional to the difference of the vapor pressure of the liquid

fuel p* and the partial fuel vapor pressure of the gas mixture in the

ullage pf. The mass transfer rate due to evaporation (Ref. 4) is thus

P - Pf = A k (P- Pf) Mf (15)e f ff

A is the exposed liquid surface area. The mass transfer coefficient k, (Ref. 4)
g

is expressed as
D.P

kg = RT a 6(16)

where D is the molecular diffusivity and 6 is the characteristic transfer

length. pa is the logarithmic mean partial pressure and is defined as

- Pf - p*
P T-np * (17)
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Equation (15) describes the rate of evaporation of the liquid fuel including
the effect of vent air "blowing" over the liquid surface. This is accounted

for by varying the characteristic transfer length 6 which decreases with
increasing velocity over the surface.
Off-gassing of Dissolved Air in Liquid Fuel (ro)

Evolution of air (oxygen) into the ullage volume is described by

Henry's Law relation, i.e., the mass of gas dissolved by a given volume
of solvent, at a particular temperature, is proportional to the pressure of the
gas in equilibrium with the solution. Li'-ewise it may be derived that the rate

of solution or evolution is related to the rate of change of pressure of the gas

above the liquid. Mathematically this may be expressed as (Ref. 5).

rb og = -K (md-me) (18.)

where rn represents the rate of gas evolution and or solution; K is anog
experimentally defined coefficient dependent on fuel tank geometry, vibra-
tion level, and fuel type and temperature. m d is the current mass of gas
dissolved in liquid fuel. me is the equilibrium concentration of solute gase
in the liquid that would exist at that instant during the flight profile.

The quantities mod' and mi bear further discussion. The solubility
e

of gases in liquids is generally expressed in terms of the Bunsen coefficient
(5) which is the volume of gas, at 0VC and one atmosphere pressure, dissolved
in a unit volume of solvent (fuel) at a gas partial pressure of one atmosphere

and at a particular temperature. The mass of gas dissolved in a liquid at
one atmosphere partial pressure as represented by the Bunsen coefficient

is then

0.797x453 VIi

where the quantity .797 represents the volume (ft3 ) occupied by one mole of
gas at these conditions, M is the molecular weight of the dissolved gas, and

V is the total volume of liquid and 453 represents a conversion of units.
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The initial mass of air m,, prior to aircraft ascent, dissolved in tl•e
liquid is then by Henry's lawI.. .fM (Ii>q.

mdi .0797x453 \- 47 7)V i

where pa /14.7 is the initial air partial pressure in atmospheres.

The equilibrium dissolved gas concentration that could exist at any
time during the flight is then I

M QPa (t)
me : .797x453 14.7 )Vli (20)

nti de the current mass of gas dissolved in the liquid fuel, is the
initial mass of air, mdi= minus the total off-gassinq LAhgdt m and the

_ og' t

amount of the dissolved air removed due to fuel withdrawal M -d C-d m h dt'. -

t m

thus md can be expressed as

t m
md mdi - m g - d e dt (21)

Substitute equation (20) and (21) into equation (18), the following equation

describing the rate of air off-gassing is obtained.

p.g a t md?h -09-K 0.7x453 " i-og 4 th dt'
q M Pa (t) - (22)

0.797x453 14.7 1i2
Solution of equation (20) gives the rate of air off-gassing fnog.

When gases dissolve from a mixtu,e, such as air, instead of from a
pure gas, the solubility of each component is proportional to its own partial

pressure; in other words, Henry's Law applies to each gas independently of

the others present in the mixture. In fact in aircraft fuels oxygen is more

soluble than nitrogen. As the current prograr.i model treats only two species,
air and fuel, differences in relative out-gassing of oxygen and nitrogen are•

lumped as one specie in terms of air. 4
31
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Condensation (fn cond) and Misting (inmist)

Condensation of fuel vapors within the ullage into the liquid surface

can occur because of two reasons: (1) venting and velocity effects may blow

or congregate fuel vapors to a particular point where they exist at a concen-

tration higher than that corresponding to the vapor pressure and (2) when the

liquid fuel has a temperature lower than the saturation temperature, the fuel

vapor condenses on the liquid surface. In the program under discussion

(The Well Stirred Model) concentration gradients within the tank is negligible.

Condensation may occur if the fuel is initially at an elevated temperature

corresponding to a very high vapor pressure and due to flight phenomena the

temperature of the liquid decreases rapidly. A condition may still exist where

vapors are higher than that of the current vapor pressure corresponding to

the liquid temperature. In this case condensation will also occur. The

current model has provisions for the inclusion of condensation phenomena

but as yet no relations describing at which it occurs are included.

Misting or the existence of two-phase mixture within the fuel tank

ullage may occur because of two processes: The first is that a rapid ascent

of the aircraft results in an expansion of the ullage gases thereby rapidly

lowering the temperature. If the temperature is lowered to the dew point of

the fuel vapors, two phase mixture will occur. The second method is by a

mechanical injection of liquid particles into the ullage space, due to waves

generated by vibration and sloshing characteristics associated with fuel tanks

during normal flight environments. It is known that the formation of mist can

significantly extend Ican flammability limit but very little is known about the

rate or quantity of mists that can exist within the fuel tank environment.

The Well Stirred Computer Model has provision to describe the formation of

misting but no specific relations have been developed to describe mass flux

induced by misting in the ullage.
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Governing Equations

fhn can be eliminated using equation (10). Equation (8) thus takes

the following form

+_ ?h __-2 - - (23)
lm. v m

Using equation (14) to eliminate 6, equation (7) can be expressed as

fa+ " (Cp Cpf)+R+ +

M cp L'pa-Pf 'M f Ma- T

- -- -
m ý T ev mPT f 9p f cond p1 fT 1

p p g

n
J-l hjAj (rj-T) (24)

mc T
wher - has been substituted for the internal energy e. Reiterating

equations (6) and (9)

rb+ 4- 1 j + V(6)
isi T M M iP V

S- g+ M• a Mf P V (6)

Thn - ?nh = , rg +-.- •

the governing equations, (23) and (24), equations (6) and (9) have been

numerically integrated to solve the four following quantities: m, T, z ,

and mv, Equations (18) and (22) are used to describe finev and rog The

calculations performed to date, fn mist and ficond are assumed negligible.

The Well-Stirred Computer Program is capable of evaluating the effect of

misting and condensation, once theAppropriate expressions describing these

phenomena are developed.
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2. SAMPLE RESULTS FROM WELL-STIRRED COMPUTER PROGRAM.

A series of c.rn, outer runs was made using the Well-Stirred Computer
Program to demonstrateý the effects nf the dari•us important phenomena that
are described in the model formation. The t-rik, configuration shown in
Figure 14 was used for these sample cases. i ,: tank dimensions were
15'xS'x2' with a total f,,l capacity of appro;. cately L !,! gallons. The
tank was filled initiali, with jet A fue'l t , 8(; ', its .,jpacity (i.e.
the depth of the fuel w,%7s 1.! . L.)

The flight profi1,- ,f tho .,•mple casc -mr,:.isted ot a 20 minute ascent
portion at 2000 ft/ri in ascent rate t.1 40,000 .t ititude, a 60 minute level
flight at 40,000 ft altitude; a 40 minute desc(m,t. nortion -t 1.000 ft/min, descent
rate. Figure 14 shows the altitude i staro of thc sumple case flight profile.
The cruising speed at thn, iecl fLight corresponded to 0.9 Mach number.
The aircraft was assumed t! accelerate linearly tram zero velocity to 0.9 Mach
number during the 20 minute ascent portion and d-r'clr.Ve linearly from Mach 0.9
to zero velocity during the 40 minute descent port:on. The top and side walls
of the tank were initially at 110'F. The samnpl, .-- lculation demonstrated the
effects of different initial fuel temperatures (50 F and 110'F); fuel withdrawal
rate (zero fuel withdrawal versus seven gallons ninute)

Figure 15 show-s the fuel/air ratio variarions throughout the complete
flight profile for constant fuel temperature at L 1O' F and 50` F respectively
without fuel withdrawal and without air outgassing. The solid lines are
equilibrium fuel/air ratios, i.e., the fuel partial pressure corresponding to
the vapor pressure at the liquid fuel temperature. The dotted curves show
the calculated fuel/air ratios. ,I is seen that the calculated fuel/air ratios
are significantly lower than that correspondinq to the equilibrium fuel/air ratios.
Even at the end of the one hour level flight, the calculated tuel/air ratios in
the ullage volume applr)dch to o8ly/' a'ppu.-,,,lLI0% of th,, equilibrium
fuel/air ratios (see Ftc. 15). This "lag phenomena" is a result of the low
volatility of jet A fucis. The' rate of evaporation of liquid jet A fuels is very
slow in that it takes hours for the ullace mixture to reach equilibrium vapor
concentrations (the so)lid line in Fig. 15 ) after -i normal ascent. It is antici-
pated that this lag phenomena would be much less pronounced for high volatile
fuels such as JP-4. During the descent portion of the flight profile, Figure 15
shows that the calculated F/A ratios follow closely to that of the equilibrium
fuel/air concentrations.

Filaure 16 shows the effect of fuel withdrawal at gol/min (curve 3)
and fuel withdrawal with air offgassing (curve 4).The liquid fuel temperature
is at 110'F. Also shown on the figure are the equilibrium fuel/air ratios
(curve 1) and calc'ilated fuel/air ratios without fuel withdrawal and air off-
gassing for comparison. Fuel withdrawal is found to play a significant role
in the ullage fuel/Fair ratios. The results show that as fuel is withdruwn from
tank to simulate engine fuel consumption, the increased ullage volume is
mostly filled with air vernted into the tank. This gcretly reduces the fulair
ratios in the ullage Figure 16 shows tht th< effect of fuel withdrawal is
more important during leve. flicht. For fuel w thdrawal rate of 7 gal/min, the
calculated fuel/air naZti.:,; ln the ullaq;', aftci mn hour level flight, is only
about 50% of that without fuel withdrawial (o-:, r.:,- curve>, 3 and 2)Fig . 16
The effect of fuel withdrawal also significantly lowers the ullage fuel/air
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No. AltiLude

.33 1.33 2.00 0 .33 1.33 2.0
Time - hr. Time - hr.

Toptmpcn-aturc d eas from T to 400 r

1.61

21

Si TeMperatur.
" B eas from T to

Fuel withdrawal
[ (7 gpm)

Figure 14. Fuel Tank arnd Flight Profiles Used for Sample Results.
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EqujiLhri 1:i mixture
Calculated results

0.1..

. 08-
- . Fuel Temp.l0O°F

.06 -

.04 / , ,

F/A .02 /_
Mass
Ratio

SOIL r-- Fuel Temp.=5OF

.008 /

.006 / F,
.004 / /

Example cases run
using vapor pressure
estimated from Ref. 8.

002- Actual fuel used was more
volatile (higaher vanor

Ipressure)o .

.001 F , ± .01.~~~1. . -"2'

Time -hrs.
Figure Lb. Variation of Fuel/Air Ratios During Ascen.t Level, and

Descent Flights for Jet A tFuel I
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1. Equilibrium mixtu e
2. Calculated results without fuel withdrawal and ofigas sing
3e C1~aluae rslsInuding fuel withdrawal

4. Calculated results including fuel withdrawal and offgasslingI

Curve I

.06-

Mass
Ratio

Time - rs0
Figure 16. Variation of. Fuel/Air Ratios for jetA 4luel at 11 IQF.
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ratios during the descent portion of the flight Durrfile,.

Curve 4 shows the fuel,; air ratio variations wIthle ullage taking
into account the effect of fuel withdrzvval and offc,.issir., of dissolved air in
the liquid fuel. The offtect of air offgassing is j)r-imrily' noted during the
ascent. This is to be expe ctecd since offgassinn, ,;-lv or> -urs when there
is a decrease in the ullacge air partial pressurc-.

These sample runs were selected to dcemr:.nstratc the effects of some
of the important parameters discussed in the maa.Thai- Posults are applicable
to wing tanks of an oirplane fly ýinq uinder pros.,, ii ac 7d a~ oroflies . The
results demonstrated the existence. of li~g phevimwir.ue t slow fuel evapora-
tion. Also demonstrated ý'z-.s the effect of izncrease. in u-qevolume dlue to
fuel withdrawal and the effect of air additio)n int-,- thre wii j-ne due to theý
evolution of dissolved air within the fuel. T1heý ,,ltucs SCl' C:Led for the para-
meter which control each of' the~se transport.rt ~c5~ are the best
available at the pre7,sent, timie and the computer proram on 1:r. used to
predict the existence of combustible mixtures within aircraft fijel tanks.

3. DISTRIBUTED F/A MO(-)DEL.

During cruise at constant altitude, sigai-tfic-int ~ulair gradients can
occur within the ullaeo .'alumrt. This is Uatci:l tru for c:ertain tank con-
figurations where the ratio) of ullage volume t,) -.xpros ed liquid surface area is
large. A separate model was developed to describe situoýti--ms where c.oncentra-
tion gradients in the ulldce volume are significant.

Basic Equation

Consider the ullaem volumne V cons istinn )f to: rrccsfuel
vapor and air. Define -- ais the density of the ca:L.. rnixtuic ind fanda
as the densitlies of fuel vapor and, air in the ulu: oluria.
Thus

Z, + (25)

Define Cf= 0,/c and C =/,thus

f d a

C f + C;a (26)

In terms of +the notations uscd rin the -nHsira -di r

mf V, and m, V.Tecot iteqti csditrsofC

is

DCq,.C (27)

where D denotes tho biniary diffusion fefV ý'I<r:1 iwe nd air and
q denotes the convective velocity withiin thei q - ma Hly i rtroduced
through air vcenting intro th? Itank becauseý liquiid fuelý, is c ,nsi a tiV beinq
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withdrawn from the tank for engine consumption. q is thus normally small
and the pressure P of the gas mixture is assumed to be uniform. Thus P
is a function of time t only: P = P(t). Similarly, the temperature of the
gas mixture T is also assumed to be a function of time t only: T = T(t).
Based on the equation of state, the gas density p is also a function of time t
only, = p (t). Equation (27) can thus be simplified:

aC•f f D vCf (28)
-St q -;Cf =

Equation (28) is numerically integrated for a prescribed pressure and tempera-
ture history P(t) and T(t), and a prescribed velocity flow field q based on tank
configuration and air venting into the tank.

Method of Solution for Equation (28)

The Thermal Analyzer Program (Ref. 6) has been previously developed to
compute transient temperature distribution in configurations of arbitrary com-
plexity. This program was modified to include the effect of convective
flow q and was used to solve equation (28.) to determine fuel/air concentration
gradients within the ullage. This program solves equations in finite difference
form by means of a resistance-capacitance electrical analog finite difference
method. The comparable variables in the mass transfer and electrical current
flow systems may be noted as follows:

MASS FLOW ELECTRICAL

Mass Concentration Voltage
Mass Flux Current
Resistance to Mass

Flow zt I/D Resistance
Characteristic Volume

of Mass Capacity

At a given node point k,

Clt

"R

2 ,k

-r Dk~k

the solution is obtained by applying Kirchhoff's Law at a point, or
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I I

SCj - Ck ~ dCk(9
Rj t £~tk

where

C j Concentration at time t of any arbitrary node j connected
to node k by a resistor I. 1

R Resistor connecting nodes j and k, coupling diffusion & cony.

Ckt - Concen ation of node k clt time t

Ck, t+6t Concentration of node k after time increment At

Xk Capacity of node k

By making the assumption that the surrounding concentration, C., remains con-

stant over a time interval 6t, it is possible to integrate equation (29) directly.

However, as a result of a comparison study, it was found that better results

were obtained by using the equation which results from assuming

dCk Ck t+t-Ckt (30)
dt A-t (0

and solving for Ck t+\tdirectly than by using the integrated equation. This

comparison was made by running the same problem using both equations and

varying the computing interval _t. It was found that the linear equation, i.e.,

that obtained by using equation (30) was far less sensitive to At, and that the

results obtained using the integrated equation approached the linear results

as :At -ý 0. Although the integrated equation is "exact," it is suspected that

the linear approximation, which "leads" the exact solution tends to anticipate

the results. As a result, the equation used by the computer to solve the mass

balance at a node was derived by combining equations (29) and (30) to obtain

"r -t. c. +c, ( j_-

"t=t ak RC 1. _

If the value of capacity £k is zero, e.g, in a steady state pro4pl .k,t-

in Equation (29) is replaced by Ck t+At to give
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If no capacitor is attached to node k i.e., £k unspecified, mass balance is

computed at node k and Ck remains unchanged.

It is to be noted that the ne v concentration at a node is based upon the

concentration at the previous time point. T. jilake the new concentration inde-

pendent of the order in which they are computed, each node is provided with

two concentration storages, one tor the "old" concentration, C ,a,

the "new" concentration, Ck+t At the beginning of each cycle, the values

in the two storages are identical. Duiing the mass balance, the concentrations

in the "C at t" block are used to compute new-values which go into the "C at

(t+\t) " block, the old concentration values remaining unchanged. At the end

of the mass balance, the concentrations in the "t" block are set equal to those

in the "(t+kt)" block and the process repeated.

4. SAMPLE RESULTS OF THE DISTRIBUTED F/A MODEL.

Consider a rectangular fuel tank (36"x36"x40") initially filled with
liquid fuel to 80% of the tank capacity. As fuel is being withdrawn from the
tank, fuel/air gradients appear due to air vented into the tank. Based on the
tan, configuration, it is seen that luel air gradients mainly exist in the
direction normal to the liquid fuel surface. Based on this one-dimensional
approximation, the distributed F/! model is used to determine the fuel/air
gradients normal to the liquid surisce. The ullage is initially assumed to} consist of a uniform fuel/air mixture. The liquid surface is receding at a

rate corresponding to the fuel withdrawal rate. The air is assumed to vent
uniformly through the top of the tank.

Figure 17 shows the calculated fuel/air concentrations for liquid
JP4 at 460F, with fuel withdrawal rate maintained at 1/2 gal/mim. The curves are
presented in terms of fuel/air ratios as a function of distance from the top of the
tank. At time t=O, the utlage mixtuin haz d uniform concentration as shown
by the horizontal curve. Once air is vented into the tank due to fuel withdrawal,
significant fuel/air gradients appear as shown by curves at time t=0.5 hr, J
t= 1.0 hr, and t= 1.5 hr. Based on the calcul,itions, it is seen that for
liquid IP4 at 46°O the gas mixture ir the e..t. u..la.e is within flammability
limits.

Under supuirate Army support (Ref. I ) an experimental program was
carried out to determine fuel/air concentrations of the ullage volume based on
gas chromatograph measurements. The experimental data are also presented
in Figure 17 for comparison. The calculated tuel/air ratios using distributedc 41
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F/A model show good agreement with experimental measurements. (compare curve for
t=1. 5 with experimental curve).

Similar results are also presented in Figures 18 and 19 for liquid JP4
at 60OF and 1070F. It is noteworthy that if the ullage were assumed to have
uniform fuel/air mixtures, with fuel vapor concentrations corresponding to the
vapor pressure of the liquid fuel, the vapor mixture in the entire ullage will be
too fuel-rich to be combustible for liquid JP4 at 1070F. Based on the calculated
results as shown in Figure 19 , it is seen that because of the presence
of fuel/air gradient, a significant portion of the ullage near the top of the tank
contains combustible mixture even for liquid JP4 at 107CF. This observation is
also verified by the experimental measurements as shown in Figure 19.
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LULIRIN'ILNTAL RESULTIs AND IIUJSO

ai function of fi qht 1)i A ItO. Thre importcnc' of t i'-u6 t r a a eart phenomenia such
as the(- evoporatio)n relevaiporaitive lag , ind ii iulga ý,sinq w~is also investi -
gated. Th~e fli ght simus iations were constructud hv diividinrg I ft inqlt Profile
Into its tln ez pilonsL _i~ ascent , level ftlight, and descej't. [or a scent aridK
descent the "light Va:i.ib lOS1C varied between %~v; wrc 1ýio L eype, 1UP4 or jet A)
rate of pressure chl (-ta Lv ' (ascont/descent rate), , e-d the existen1ce or- roniexis-
tencte of vibriti'n Vil a itjofl levels used wore a ppioxfinnat,2ly 1/4 G Lit 1t)
cycles per secondl. I iquid temnperature of 80 and 120, ciid 180"Y were examined.
For level flight the, test variables were fUel ty'p, ]1lLLV1,' , liquid tem1pCrature,
anid the CXistenIce, 0'r 11inieXiSten0c ot vibradtion. All levyal fl ight profiles were

run with tile iniclusiuw of Woel withlir owal at a itý. )f appi oximiately . 94 gal/min
A summnary of the test varz iables is presented ini 11ijure 20. Three sample probe
locations5 wereC used. Theise are showa schendtarlaEly in the fallowinj figure. (21)
Probe 1 Was loCated in the mlouth of the inlet din vent. [ro~be 3 was (at the samneIlevel as I but 6' a xi.i ly fromn the vent. Pr.obe . .vas 4' from the to,) of ti.e tank
a rid 27" axially fionr Probe 2 . All tests were initia te~d wi th the tank half-filled
(approximately 50 gal of fuel added) and the fuei it the prescribed test temperature,
Skin temperature-- were left Eat ambient conditionsý as was the inlet vent air
tem pera ture .

These variaibles citec! above were seloctc, I -) dem astrato the important
phenomena tha)t can oc- 'r bcocaUO sOof vArIOUS firil ;I nd t!.- i nloa-ding c-onditions.
Runs were selectedl where a fuel-rich mixture of JI)4 coulu 1 k'unmt comrbustible
due to evaporative lag; with high ascent rates. Similarly the Jot A runs were
selected so thait an initially com~burstible mixture could become too loan beccause
of the same phenomena. A second purpose of the test. snrios v-as to determine
what flight regim'esyil the largest i~ixture or~idiaiuus withi rciiij th, ul.-' of the
fuel, tanlk Cund to uecurlninec the paramontcrs WhiCe: iLxrd to ex:-tronme gradient condi-
tions.

Ascent Fliqht Test Roesults

Figure 22 miOscnits the. results of tho a snorýt runi; moi, with JP4 fuel.

The following condit~iOns were tested: 80D 1' LUtCAt no--vibi ati:)n and '2000
ft/min asceritt;801'fuel with vibeaio 'id 20 Otit '11in icicand l120 a-
fuel with vibration and a high ascent rate Of 0000) tL/i/m. The test results

taken. Also plotted on the figure are CqUrii ibliU fir Ucl.ir r tios. These
correspond to the case of infinite evaporation rato. By~ curnjhiring the two
runs at 80'F WC seeU thalt the run With vibr-ation I aq:-d in tirol /ajr ratio behind
the no-vibratio)n run: 3nd that the run without vilE ratjon wd.s close to oquilibriuim
dt the beginning of ascent and departed near- th,, e-d of cisc-nt . Also it is noted

that gradients within C~ie tank at any particular time uppearedl to be rathor small,
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&scent to 40,000 ft Descent

T sI,.o, 1 ' 3 1 4 5 1 61 Test No. 1 2 3 4 5

Fuel Fuel
JP4 X X X P4 x x
Jet A X XX ) etA X X X

Rate ft/min Ratc - ft/min
2000 X X X X 2000 XX X
6000 X X 8000 X X

SLi.id Temp. Liquid Zemp.
80 XX X80 X

120 X X X 120 X X X
180 X 180

Vibration Vibration
0 X 0 X X

.25g@lOcps X X X X .25g@lOcps X X X

I3

Level Flight with

Fuel Withdrawal

Test No. 1 12 13 1 4 5 1

Fuel_.
JF4 X x
JetA X XX

Altitude
20,000 ft X X
40., • • tX

.Aquid Temp.
80 XX X

120 X X, _

Vibration
0 XX

.2 59@-1ceps X LX -X-j

Figure 20. Test Matrix FQr Fuel/Air Measurements.
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!A
10. Boiling ocBcuq-iicd 35,000 it I

E6, / •..---•quilibriut! 120OF JP4 (9 6000 fptn

,4.t_ .•"I /

/ quilib:iurn, 30c'F, JP4 -. "i

Ratio 02 0

[ 2-i. 2 .~ p7 '"-/ I _,, .'

/ 80 r, .vibration, 2000 fpm

2 -~ 001F, with vibiation, 2000 fprm-

A 1 4 1' with vibration, 6000 tpm

A.:ent TirNc •n

Figure 22. JP4 Ascnt T to 4Q, 000 ft 1/? Full Tank,
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Thu drtiwrcncc, in liii phenom~ena btetween thesr two runs may be attributed to
a ducicas~e in, fu-!Vair ratio due to air outgassinq from the fuel induced by
the vibt aienii At 120'Y anud 600O ft/mmn ascenit rite the fuel could remain
Very close o U)equijlbrium.' That is the fuel ptessure within thu ullage. remains
closo U-o its vap-i pressure. For this vun boiling of the fuel occurred at an
altitudeý at V15,000~ tt , thereby terminating tlie run. Firom thuse results it can
be soon thait evufl with a relaitively V01,t0l0 fuel an CVciuardtiVE' fALu Mdv eXiSt
at temperadtUurS 1a hiqlh as 80-'F. The lag at 80'YF, however, was not sufficient
to biin 'g thi. 11 ii jýilre Within Comb1Iutible boJundS . Fiqur e 23 presents the test
ri-suilts froii a,, ascenti Lost conducted with jet A. These tests Worte conducted
at 1 20 'Y w&ith vibiation at ascent rates of 2900 and 6000 ft/miin aitd 1 80117 with
vibration at asce.nt riOuis of 2000 ft/min. Al so platted on these ci *rves are the
eqirilib'ILtIM ftue (Wr iv 1:-are ratios. It can be seen tnat jet A at temperatures
of 1210 an. I 180", -1-:I,1 Ar"Cei rates of 2.000 ft/nun nearly approaches the equili-
britun vap iiresu The lag measured is relaitivcly mino r. At 120'rF with
6000 ft/mmn asýconl rawe, however, a lag of appruoximately 50%; of fuel/air
nnixtoiie was noted. It is seen then that evaporative lag is contrullcd by the
tenpoiriturt; (vaipor p)ros sura) of the liquid and th,ý rate of ascent of the fuel
tank, with a scentL rate appearing to be inore importaint in the range of condi-
tions invcstiga'ted. It is noted th-it gradients within the tank. at any time
appeal rather iaI

DeSCent Test ReSUlts.

Figjure 24 prescnts the results from descent to-sis conducted with JP4
-fuel. Thcse, tests were, initiated from din altitude of 40, 000 ft with a one-half
full fuel tank. Tho jP4 runs were conducted at 80011 liquid temperature, no-
vibratton, 800(0 It/nuii descent rate; and 3 0c F liquiid tew,)erature with vibration,
and 2000 It 'win de sccnt rate. Also Plotted onl the' Curve are the equilibrium
fuel'a ir mixtures . It is noted that the mixture U-nds to be below that of
equilibrium . Thi S is due to a net velocity of air into the vent essentially
lsweeiping the -o! apors tawotd the liquid burfacue. It can be seen from the
-figure that PrbsI and 3 closest to the. vent showed much lower fuel/dir ratios
at an1 particuli: time, than Probe 2 which is close, to the liquid and further
away trram the vent. Probe 2 is still sonme 8" above the liquid and also) idi-

c-te, a joel/air ratio' lower than equilibrium. Thus the fuel vapors are being redlis-
tribultod by convection due to venting of air into the tank . If a sufficient number of
P W %It AViLJLjLuthe rn total -masss of Itool vapors would bie nearly the same as
befoet di~e s;*art of descent except for- a small loss due to condensation. It is possi-

* lc in. iIredistribution of fuel vapors for the vapor pressure at the liquid surface to be
"exceeded, and. condensation of fuel vapors in~to the liquid to occur to SOme1 extent.
.,The rathar limited number of data points acquired at 8000 ft/min descent rate does
'not gi0'e one a complete picture of what is occuriing. Comparison with the results
cbt::. fiecd at 2000 ft"min descent rate, however, permits one to deduce.., that the

/sae pocesses are occurring.

Figure 25, presents the results from the siimulated descent tests conducted
kýt fuel. Thtlse te-sts were also initiated from di aldtitude of 40, 000 ft With d

Orre-ha'f fuel tanik. Tho jet A runs were :onductcd it 120" Fý liquid temperature , des-
cent rate of 2000 ft./niin, with and without vibration and a descent rate of 8000 ft/mm K
with vibration. Tho dajta far jet A also show a de-parture from equilibrium but not to
as great an extcnL as the IN4 data,. While no obvious explanotion has been found,
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Equilibrium, 120"F @ 6000 fpm

.6 -EquIibrium, 180'F (gi 2000 fpm

.4 /

Q33

,/-

02 Rich Limit
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/A 0/ --& -- Equilibrium 12011' Q 2000 fpm

Mass 01 /
Ratio . / . A3

/ -
33

.06

Lean Limit A 120"F, with vibration, 2000 fpmr.04

0 120 F, with vibration, 6000 fpm

2 180"F, with vibration 2000 fpm
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Time - Min

Figure 23. jet A Ascent Tests to 40,000 f t -1/2 Full Tank.



"" 80,r, no-vibration, 6000 fpm

4. 0 800F, with vibration, 2000 fpm

21

,\ - Equilibrium 801', JP4 @C 2000 fpm
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IFigu ie 24. JP4 Descent Tests from 40,000 ft - 1/2 Full Tank.
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Q.8 120"Y, nu-vibratzon,2000 fpm

0 120'r, with viblation,2000 fprn

( o -• 20.1', with vibrition, 8000 fpm

1 2 0 ", Zich Limit

.2 - El 3Equilibrium, 120I1
0 2  Jet A @ 2000 fpm

F/A 
0 3, O "

Mass 42

Ratio .1 1202Ratio 1 \ /--Equilibrium, 120o F"r

Jet A @8000 fpmK A' 0' 0' Q'[ 2
.04 Lean Limit

.03r

.02

p0 I I I I _ I I
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 C4 [I A8 20

Descent Time - Min.

Figure 25. jetA Descent Runs from 40,O00 it - 1/2 Full Tink.
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the ulIlage in thuon so ajet A ao i inla or dei j n (A ni o(11de luiss Va p01 thdin for
JP)4 Oven Lat eq Ii l ibi VAI s, 013t tire nonequilibr-iun[ d ila tori by urrie not be L&srdramnatic for jet A as it SI, lot 111 1. A- tn Pj lit be cxpu;ctd , (s- (,,til Inga Sta Lioi I at thec
vcnt inlet depairt m~oicI )ill (pilibi ium than the( fother's aild Stuiti'.rl 3 siho-ws a
iazgec AcprwroUL 'L~lhA Statlin '2 Whivh1 is OS SUntriiY at Uqu1 libriuna11

Level IllIi t k tit lWsiilt.sý

11C~~~t1IOb 21L p'i'5rat: tlf is ltstin the leVOl flighrt tests of IN4 fuel.
These te~sts wu~lt run1 br .t aidly deci ea sill(] thupi £55010- to tWe pre~st.ribed >2
alitude thee h a rronuqu ihhid ý i it .A h timL te desie
ati tudu was re~acr bee v.'ry litttt , a i had OCU neId . ['uci withdr awal

at . 94 go 1/mnar kvtj then, irritthitod 1.) -i . total ot 20 mii utes . AS the totalI tanh.'
volume is 'Appln1:110ý Ivatl lI0 (uALoui LAn tile( tL-Ztt Weaný IuI initially wilth
50 gallkomaS, 20 ulnIf 'II tthLVIA0 wihra v~ui this putiocd representsa1/

ctwa ate l~t i 1tt',dC, Wk (d X-ý11 I OnlIpcti~g effects aof
fuel evaporation arid Llk I loss. l'uc.l withdrawal is expanding the ullagfe spaoce
intendrig t.) reducem th- lo o I imei ;trat ion as air is admitted to maii taoin
p Iu.;is are . F'uel 101po !IonS aIttom ptmor to return the fuel partial pres sur-e
inl tL ullag(Ž to tha't ra sodigt') the v'7por, pressure of the fuel at the
test tOIII)rapetu"L' . I'll' tWend ')(' t ime of o ither a rca casing or- decreasing fuel/
air- ratio then 0 dKae h 1 nt~d )nhjnance (IOl -n eltoct over the other'.

The tests Lihowai inl l'icluro 26( weVre both done at 10, 000 ft altitUde and
80"YP liquid tem poratu e . The di fference betwocen the two wa.,; inl wheth~er of
rnot the tanLk was vibi jttd . Al so plotted in the fiI rurc i., the equilibriumi fuel/
air ratio correosponldinq to tlit vapor precssure of the fuel at 20,000 ft. it is
seen that in the case with no-vibration tire general trend isý toward increasiny
ful-IAlir rati%3 ap;;rOsC hI;;j etquilih)riuil intliCatillsj CVa pI j~tIhou_ is occurring fast

enoghto vecoic te I~n~jIII)IIU~j niia C01dtill ll'ito compensate for
fuel withdrawal. The iuairs %vW a a'ibration show I, geneial trend towiarids o level
or slightly decrea 5 mCl fu'el/air 1intr. This effect mayi h, atttibuted to aii being
Outg ' ssed tr-ozri ti-e fuel darc to thu vibration eavii-irnment . It miay also be noted
in the figure tha~t tho Probe I located at the vent inlet is generally lower- in fue~l/
air composition thin Probe 2 or 3 . This would he eýxpeoct(d as the inlet air
requiied to me lintain til- conlstant pressure conapcnSatingy for tutl liquid with-
drawa I enters in this; legion. Thie goneral trend in composition within the tank
C.C1n ht, Spt-' troir thc.-' I tlnipre.ýb -atre'.rtcmn r~,adiont- arc ,ath~- Ai 4s,.I+

to define. One fact-)!r that would tend to confu';( tire picturec is that the pressujrie
control sy stern require6 manual. operationm to ma rnt-- in the constant altitude.
The operator mus_1ýt tIIIrdý Ire tLIrn a contrrl valve to admit air a~nd maintain
preossure. This reSUlts inl a pu'Lftillg) and could Ilead, to a high degree of
stirring Within th,; *ti rrK . Al so tile ul laqe(, is raLlier shalliw,\ whiCh would tend to
decreoase a.,y jradi ent i~i a \'ricldetraction. in essence the level flight proffie
data run, fun 3P4 fuel riidicates a tuel/air gra dient axially towai-d the, vent but
does not seem to i.-drlcat( any trends with distanice away from the fuel1 surface.

Igu 'Y1 :I /issow with test esuf ts Ironil level flight With fuel with-
drawalI us ing Je" Ak tu-. I A Ir urn wer conldUCted( a t 4 0, 000 ft altitude. Two
runs we cion:d'CLeCI Mda 120 F' triel teri~per~a tare, with and without vibr~ation and
a third teSt W,1 Cis .Adictd dt H0 I fual withi vib~ration. The gener-al trend of
the data for- tho two) runs conducted at. 120 F fed., is the .5nic as that shown
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for IP4 at 802 F, that is the run without vibratio,,n tended to increase the fuel/
air ratio indicating evaporation occurrinq moile ricidly th'In air admi.;i,' due
to venting and in the other case with vibrotion the Iuel//dii latio tended to
remain level or slightly decrease. Again this cflect could be attribhLed to air
evolved from the liquid fuel due to vibration. Also in the samc figmue is shownt the test at 801' with vibration. The general trend here is fi_ fuel./,-Ji, it. ';
to decrease during the run. This effect has been consistently 1oted tl,roughout
the entire level flight test series. In essence it appears that in the dbs(,Inlc of
vibration, fuel evaporation is sufficient to oveic.,rme the inmouit at ail heing
admitted into the tank to maintain constant pr(.:;eur,2. With vibratlonl, however,
an additional alt component due to air evolution from solutioJn contribtutes to
the amount of air being added into the ullage thereby tunding to decr( asc the
fuel/air ratio. Also in these runs it may be noted that Probe I (WI e 1ally tends
to be lower mixture composition than Probe 2 and 3. AM;ai this is to beSexpected as Probe I is mounted within the inlet )I thu vent jir.

2. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS.

To demonstrate the salient features of the Well-Stirred Computer Mooel
and its capability to predict mixture ratio transients, a series of runs was made
to provide a comparison between experimental and analytical fuel//air mixture
ratios. The runs were selected to simulate the test conditions for the experi-
mental ascent tests made with JP4. Three sets of conditions were tested,
these being:

8120F fuel, ascent rate 6000 fpm, with vibration

80OF fuel, ascent rate 2000 fpm, with vibration80or fuel, ascent rate 2000 fprn, no vibration

The comparison between measured and ( alculatod values is presented
in Figure 28 ancA is felt to be quite good. Somni additional discussion is necessary
however.

After the fuel properties, tank geometry. fill ratio, and temperature

(wall and liquid) were input to the progiam, it was necessary to calibrate or "tune"
the program as far as evaporation rate was concerned. This was done usingthe experimental d"+a for th-e "T fuel run. .'he characteristic length (-

mass transfer (6) used in calculating the mass transfer coefficient was varied
until this data was matched. The value resulting was .01 ft which repiescnts
a reasonable size for a mass transfer boundary layer. Once this value was

"fixed," it was used for the remain'ag runs.

The data from the run at 801F with no vibration correlated well as seen
by the figure when the same evaporation length (6) was use.d. No air outqassina
was included in this run (K=0) as no vibration occurred. This amounts to
assuming little or no air outgassing during ascent without :hriftion.

for the third run (801F with vibration) an outgassing coefficient of
500 hr was employed. Experimental data presented in Ref. 5 was used A-

to obtain this constant. Extrapolation to 10 cps was required, however.
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These data allow a groat variation in selection of an outgassing./solution co-
efficient .nd this value c.)uud easily be double that used. The data do show,
however, a several order el magnitude increase in this coefficient from
zero to 6 cps frequency, thereby providing support for the zero outgassing
used in the case of no vibration.

The comparison between experimental and calculated mixture ratio
histories for the 80"1/no vibration case is also shown in Figure 28,
Here the agreement is not quite as good as the others. This is due, no doubt,
to the large possibilities of variations in the outgassing coefficient. Also
the Bunsen coefficient, that determines the initial amount of air dissolved
in the fuel was selected from the literature as 0.16. Large nxcursions in
this factor are also possible.

These results although rather limited in scope do demonstrate the
capabilities of the computer model to predict F/A composition histories.
The existence of evaporative lag was demonstrated analytically and compared
with the experiment. The influence of air outgassing was also demonstrated
and correctly predicted trends of the influence of inflight vibration. Several
constants used as input to the prgram were "fixed" for this particular tank
configuration and vibration levels

3. AUTOIGNITION CHARACTERISTICS.

Several supersonic aircraft flight profiles were examined for a tendency
of jet A and JP-7 fuel to auto-ignite, that is by cool flame or by normal ignition
and/or transition from cool flame to normal ignition. In Figure 29 is shown the
basic temperatures associated with the flight of the supersonic transport at
Mach 2.7. This iniorn ation was gathered from vaiious sources in the literature
including the FAA, Rocinq Aircraft Company, and Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
The quantities required to characterize a particular flight profile are the transient
liquid arid skin temperatures as well as the history of the vent inlet air. Alti-
tude time profile is also required. These are shown schematically in the figure.
Examination shows that there appears to be two distinct regimes even at Mach
2) . -7 1 _UqUi euL'u testing. Those arc the wing tank or fuselage tank, For a
wing tank the skin temperature at the fuel/air mixture is generally higher than
that of a fuselage tank. Also the liquid temperature is generally higher. With
these particular fuels a c. rsory examination concluded that the mixture ratio
within the fuel tank w-ule be well on the fuel-rich side. It was felt that the
fuselage tank profiles, although lower in temperature, would be closer to that
of a stoichiometric mixture and therefore required further study. Values for
the various temperatures and altitude histories shown in Figure 29 were extra-
polated from flight conditions of Mach 3.0 and Mach 2.4; that is, they were
extrapolated to higher and lower Mach numhtrq tri obtain J, it-r -,•r-t,4 for
the test series. The profiles calculated for both outboard (wing) and inboard
(fuselage) tanks are also shown in the following two figures(30,31).Initial testing
using full flight profiles indicated no tendency toward ignition as monitored
by the photomultiplier light detector. Testing of the entire flight profiles(32) was
continued into the 2. 7 and 2.4 range and a wide range of variab~lis px•.- ned,.........-
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I

A serics was 1i6o run wherein only the descent portion of the flight pro-

fil.- was eyar.ined. As a 1jasic autoignition hazard appears higher during this
portion of the flight, ::cries of contr.lled tests employing Jet A and JP-7
fuel were run using )i0 descent variables that were varied between test.U.
The parameters investigated include descent rate, liquid temperature, initial
skin temperature, and skin temperatinr cooling rate. Tests were run employing
both Tot A anld IP-4 lucis ... tests wuze initiated from 65,000 ft altitude.
Approximately one-half hour was allowed for thermal stabilization prior to
initiating the descent. l'igure 33 shows the results of the descent tests.
Shown in the figure arc those runs where ignitions were and were not indicated.
It would seem. that in all runs where the wall temperature was cooled and was
not held artificially at the cruise value but was decreased linearly to atmos-
pheric temperature nvet the time of descent, no ignition was noted. Only in
those tests wher" the wail temperature was held constant during the descent
wds an ignition noted.

A portion of this study was directed toward determinging whether a
niaJor difference existed between ignition data obtained in the relatively large
tank used to simulate a full scale system compared to experiments conducted in
laboratory scale apparatus. A great deal of experimental work has been con-
ducted in container,,. of relatively small volume compared with an aircraft fuel
tank. It is of interest to determine whether such data are applicable to real
systems. In order to obtain a crude answer to this question some of the
ignition data obtained in this investigation were compared with the data of

References 3 and 7.

Some compariron of the two systems is in order. The small, laboratory

reactor has a volume of 1.5 ft3 while the large tank s' ,ulator has a volume of
15. 7 ft" . The small tank was filled with vapor-air mixture essentially at
the same temperature as the tank wall. The large tank is partially filled with
liquid fuel at a temperature considerably colder (250 to 4401F) than the tank
wall. Both temperature and concentration gradients may exist in the large
tank while the atmosphere in the small tank is quite uniform.

The following effects might be expected due to these differences.

1) The large tank has a larger volume to surface ratio than the small
tank so that heat transfer to the walls and free radical quenching
should be reduced. These effects could lead to lower ignition
temperatures in the large tank.

2) The presence of liquid fuel in the large tank, howe'ver, introduces
a relatively cold surface as one part of the vapor space. The
resence of the cold surface tends to cause an increase in the

required hot wall tenp neratur, for Ignition '%cf.

3) The presence of gradients in fuel concentration and temperature
could cause changes in ignition temperature which are difficult
to generalize since the nature of the gradients would determine
tie direction and magnitude of.the effects,
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The data for JetA fuel in Ref. 3 provides a basis for comparison.
Figure 11 from that report is reproduced as Figure34 and is compared with the
data of Fig. 33 . One would not expect ignition for skin temperature at J50°F
or below. Although a small portion of the ignition curve drops below 450 F at
sea level, the fuel concentration would have fallen l.o 2.8 or below during the
descent and the cool air drawn in during descent from 65,000 feet would affect
ignition even if the tank skin were kept at 4500F.

At 5000F a fairly wide range of fuel concentrations are ignitable at
altitudes below 65,060 fe=t. This temperature, or possibly the range between
450-500 represents a departure from little ignition potential to a large ignition
potential. The data in the large tank showed ignition at 500%F for the 200OF
liquid temperature. One might have expected igriLion at 165ý'F (fuel concentra-
tion range 18.7 to 1.0 volume percent from 65,000 ft to sea level) but i'nition
for 100OF liquid fuel would not be expected since the concentration rangeC,
3.6 to 1.0, is almost completely outside the flammable range. This is more
easily verified in Reference 7 where 1% fuel seems to be a lean limit.

Ignition at 5400F for all cases is also vWe1 consistent with the data of
Reference 3 . It thus appears that within about 251F the small and large tank
are in agreement. It also appears that ignition .:, -, little mor, difficult i;-, the
large tank as compared with the small tank probahly due to the large area of
relatively cool liquid fuel.
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the results of this work, several import-ant obs.vatio.ns
have been made.

1. For tank configurations where the ratio ot ullacie volume to liquid surface
area is small (ullage,/area < .75 it) uniloiu fuel/air mixture was found
to exist within the uliage volume during oscent and cruise portion of
the flight piotile. However, large fue!/air concentration gradients
were observed during the descent portion of the flight profile with
mainly air neai the vent inlet. For tank configuration where the
ratio of ullage volume to liquid sui face area is greatr than 1 .5
fuel/air gradients wejo observed even during level flight.

2. -Experimental results and computer calCulations have shown that
_--evaporative lag and air outgassing can cause fuel/air mixture r.tios

in the ullage to be different from equilri ;unm values, especially
during ascent. Ullage vapor mixture iulitially fuel-rich may become
combustible dur ing ascent diue to high air offgaSsin1g in high vibration
environments. Tanks initially fuel lean can become combustible
during ascent at high liquid temperaturý,s that clauses high fuel evapora-
tion. Nonequilibrium mixtures were found to exist in most aircraft for
ascent rates as low as 2000 fpm.

3. During level flight with fuel withdrawal following a rapid ascent, air
outgassing may dominate over evaporation and result in a decrease in
F/A ratio with time. In the absence of vibration air offgassing is
signilicantly lower, F/A ratio increascs as evaporation dominates
over venting to replace withdrawn fuel.

4. During descent even in shallow tanks such as used in this study,
large concentration gradients exist in the region of the vent. It - !
appears that there exists a region of vent air control and a well-
..tirreA highly " region dwiy fron the vcrit. This remains to
be completely established over wide tank/vent geometry arid descent
conditions.

5. No ignitions were noted durii g flight simulations at realistic SST
flight conditions. Only at nonrealistic flight conditions such as
constant wall temperature during descent could "cool flames" be
generated. These ignitions were controlled by wall temperature
conditions and were strongly sensitive to values of wall temperature.

6. 1wo separate and comnplementary com~puter models have been developed
to predict fuel/air ratios within the ullage volume. Based on the
excellent agreement between calculated results and experimental
measurements, the models can be fruitfully used in the future to
predict fuel tank fire and explosion hazards.-
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The analytical models have been proven to be valid based on the
comparison of calculated results using these models and the
experimental data. These models should be further refined by
improving the occurrency of the parametric variables used in the
model and to include the effect of misting and condensation.

2. Further experimental data should be generated to improve the model
for the effects of skin temperature and tanks of other geometries.

3. Offgassing of dissolved air in the liquid fuel was found to piny a
very significant role. Well controlled experimental studier. should
be carried out to determine the rate of air o.fgassing as a function
of vibration level, initial liquid temperature, rate of pressure
decrease, and type of fuel.

4. Because of the high volatility of liquid JP-4 fuel, significant tempera-
ture gradients might exist within the liquid fuel close to the surface.
This can significantly change the evaporation rate. Experimental
studies should be conducted to verify such phenomena.

1

5. Misting should be studied on an experimental basis to determine
flame propagation limits for mists of various sizes and concentra-
tions. Fuel ratios and vibration levels must then be related to the
formation of a particular misting condition.

6. Velocity fields within tanks during descent should be studied
experimentally and analytically to determir.E the portion of the tank
considered as well stirred. Solutions of the mixing problem can
then be superimposed on the well-stirred solution, thereby
eliminating the necessity of knowing the velocity at all points
within the tank as iý presently required in the distributed model.
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APPENDIX A

EXTENSION O1 LEAN FLAMMABILITY LIMIT BY MISTS

Nester (Ref. 1) has indicated an extension of the nornial flanmmability
limits of aircraft fuels in the fue.1 lean direction as a result of dynamic simulated
sIa "Lt coa•iLions. This extension has generally been attributed to the existence
of a vibration generated two phase mixture (mist) existing within the tank.
This liquid phase component may be pictured (Ior high vihration environments)
as superimposed on the normal mixture ratio thdt w,)uld n-xist at that particular
flight condition. The liquid droplets are generated as a result of liquid surface
waves caused by aircraft motion (slosh and vibration).

During the ascent portion of a flight of a Hlight profile, the ullage
gas (fuel/air mixture) cools due to expansion. This expansion is not adiibati_
as heat is entering from the tank walls and liquid surfac e, Also air anld fuel
vapors are entering the ullage due to outgassing and evaporation. This cooling
though, if occurring at a sufficiently high rate (high ascernt rate) can occur
more rapidly than heat may be added from the wails and the "dew point" or
condensation temperature of the mixture may Le redched. In the absence of
vibration the ulj.zge mixture may remain in a supersaturated condition. In thepresence of vibration, the minute fuel particles generated by surface waves

provide nucleation sites for condensation to occua. In this condition the l'/A
ratio in the gas phase (between liquid particles) sudden]' 7 decreases although the
total F/A ratio, including liquid drops, remnains the sa]ne. The liquid drops
existing in the gas phase are then composed of those expelled from the liquid
due to vibration and those condensed from the gas phase. In high vibration

environments, the first dominate while the latter dominate in low vibration/high
ascent environments. Likewise in the first, case the gas phase F/A is unchanged
while in the second it is decreased.

To define the extension of the leoan flainmn<dbility limit under controlled
conditions, a test series, under the direction of Capt. Ott, ,t WPAI1B was;
conducted (Ref. 2). In these tests a tank of fuel conditioned to a presciibed
temperature was sloshed for a period sufficient for the establishment of
an equilibrium within the uliage. Aln ignition source w. introduced and the
-pressure rise recorlr!_ _= ... For- th.-,sC.•. . ..... i- 1...,, , 11_,,' ÷ ... 15-L" SU111j)1h.)n 1may be nh~dn that-.the gas phase is at equilibrium mixture conditions, i.e., fuel partial trcssure

equals vapor pressure and an additional liquid component due to mechaniical
vibration added.

Calculations were made to define the amount of liq(id existing as
droplets within the gas phase. The Dynamic Science (-henmical Equilibrium
Computer Program was used. This program calculates the fjil,, pressure caused
by the combustion of a mixture of known composition and density, i.e.,
prescribed enthalpy (H) and density (0). The total chemj,.al enthalpv of the
mixture is calculated from a mass weighted average (at tile F/A ratio) of the
enthalpy of the fuel and air. The density is calculat,-d at thi knowlni iitial
conditions. The logic of the calculation was to detern;n,. tih,. pressurf-
resulting from combustion, of only the gas phase mixture and compare these
results to the measured. The density was then increas:ed by an arbitrlary
amount until, the measured pressure equalled the celculdtod. The increose
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in density required to match the measured pressure rise is then the amount of
liquid existing within the ullage.

Figures A-I and A-2 present the test results of pressure rise in JP8
mixtures at 1 atm pressure and 10 psia pressure for various liquid temperatures.
Table A-I presents in tabular form the calculation of gas phase density for
several temperature conditions at each of the two total pressures. Fuel vapor
pressures were determined from data presented in the report (Ref. 2). Results
of the. equilibrium combustion program calculated using the gas phase densities are
also shown on the figures. The agreement with measured pressure rise is quite
good with no additional density component due to liquid.

These results indicate that mist acts only as a flame propagation medium
and the amount of mass contained in the ullage in liquid form (mist) is negligible.
The calculations are subject to errors due to heat loss to the walls during combus-
tion and some variability in fuel properties (vapor pressure), however, the general
conclusions are felt to be valid. Mists may then be treated in the vulnerability
model as an extension of the lean flammability limit. The degree that various
mist concentrations extend this lean limit remain to be defined.
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TABLE A-I

JP8 MIST IGNITION CALCULATIONS

Liquid Temp. Vapor Pres. Total Pres! Air Pres. Av.Mole.Wt Air Fuel Density
T P R Pv psi Pt' psi Pa' psi MA Ratio,A/F p

535 .028 15.0 14.972 29.08 102.9 4.4x10- 5

560 .061 15.0 14.939 29.49 47.3 4.26x10. 5

585 .123 15.0 14.877 29.99 23.38 4.15x10 5

610 .234 15.0 14.766 30.88 12.19 4.0x10. 5

10 psi Total Pressure

535 .028 10.0 9.972 29.33 68.85 2.95x10- 5

560 .061 10.0 9.939 29.74 31.5 2.866x10 5

585 .123 10.0 9.877 30.48 15.52 2.812x10.5

610 .234 10.0 9.766 31.8 8.068 2.816x10- 5

Molecular Weight of Air MA = 29

Molecular Weight of Fuel MF= 150
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